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- Register for Account – best to start there; it will enable you to make playlists.
- Navigating VAST
  - Search by discipline (select as many as you like; searches all by default)
  - Browse by discipline, material type, author/creator, or topic
  - Advanced Search allows you to limit by language, subtitle language, year released
  - On search results page, filters on right side allow you to narrow further

Creating Clips

- Click Make New Clip and drag markers on timeline to start/end points
- Enter clip title
- Select who can view
- Add notes if desired

Creating Playlists

- After creating a clip, click on the blue plus sign
- You will have the option to add to an existing playlist or create a new playlist
- To send playlist to students:
  - Select Edit Playlist / Groups
  - Who can see this playlist > Just my class or group > Create new group
  - Will be prompted to enter group title and member email addresses

Linking to Video Clips

- Click on the Embed/Link icon and copy persistent link
- Insert proxy (http://proxy.library.ohiou.edu/login?url=) before persistent link to allow users to access from off campus

Embedding Video Clips

- Click on the Embed/Link icon and copy embed code
- Embeddable in Blackboard, web pages, wikis, LibGuides
  - To embed in Blackboard, choose Build Content > Item. Give the item a name. Select the "<>" icon from the 2nd row of tools in the textbox. Highlight and delete anything that automatically appears in the box. Paste the embed code in the box and press the submit button.
- NOT embeddable in PowerPoint or Word